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Agenda 

Notes by the chair are written in cursive and are part of the agenda and the minutes, after publication. 

1. Opening of the meeting 

Janne opens the meeting at 17:02. 

Ahmet is absent and has mandated Tuncay. 

David is late because of work. 

 

2. Setting of the agenda 

The agenda is set. 

 

3. Minutes of the previous meeting (12th of September) 

The minutes are approved. 

 

4. Review of the action-list 

Jordi made a plan (see point 8). 

Daniel sent the instructions. 

Tuncay was in touch with Nanda but she has not replied yet.  

Indigo has updated the budget (see point 7). 

 

5. Updates from the Delegate to the Central Student Council  

The delegate to the Central Student Council can use this agenda point to report on relevant activities at the 

central level.  

Tuncay states the CSR elected a new treasurer and elected two new trust persons. He also states that they 

had the “uni life” presentation. This was a presentation about a new app to bring students together. He 

asked for a demo account to try it out. 

Tuncay states the CSR had a discussion on the accessibility letter that the FSR signed last week. They might 

also sign it. 

Tuncay states he is also working on open voting. It is quite a long process so it will take at least a couple of 

weeks. Tessa (chair) stated it the decision making might be a bit quicker than usual because it doesn’t 

require any big amendments.  
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6. Working agreements within the FSR 

The daily board will update the councilmembers on the internal working agreements made within the first 

DB-meeting, held on the 12th of September.  

Janne states the DB set up the agreements. She informs the council about the most important points. Firstly, 

providing points and docs for the agenda. There will be a separation between committee and general 

points. Committee points must be submitted  through the chairs before Friday 17:00. For next block that 

might change. Then the chairs will forward it and Janne will put it on the agenda. This should guarantee 

that the agenda is sent out in time. This deadline also goes for the general topics. You will have to send the 

subject, the action that has to happen (vote, discuss, etc.) and all relevant documents. If anything urgent 

comes up later, you can of course still contact Janne and see if it can still be added. 

General consensus on using these deadlines. 

 

7. FSR FdR Internal Budget: discussing the proposal from our treasurer 

Indigo has drawn up a final budgetary proposal for our internal budget 2022 – 2023 (see attachment 1). 

Today we’ll vote on it. Discussions about individual posts are to be kept at a minimum. 

Janne states it was elaborately discussed last week, so today is about the general picture. The new budget is 

completely adapted to last week’s discussion. Hollando asks who organised the deaner last year. Janne states 

it’s PR. There is a general consensus on having a vote on the budget as a whole. 

Vote on approving the budget as a whole. 

In favour: Janne, Jordi, Sam, Fiorella, Ismail, Hollando, Koray, and Youssra. 

Against: - 

Abstaining: Tuncay and Ahmet. 

The budget is passed. 

 

8. Jordi’s proposal for internal activities 

Jordi sent his document yesterday. He proposes several events. First is to draw at the Rijksmusuem for 

bonding and it is for free as well. This is possible from the 15th until the 30th of October. He will send a 

datumprikker for this. Then in December he would like to go bowling. This would be 21 euros per bowling 

lane per hour (86 in total). Then he would like to play volleyball, it will cost 41.12 euros. Then he would like 

to go to the forest in the spring have a picknick and have a sailing borrel (85 euros for 1.5 hours). And to 

close the year he would like to go to a comedy. The budget for this would be 115.  

Tuncay states Jordi did great. Fiorella asks if the Amsterdamse Bos is where the pink trees are. Janne states 

the affirmative. Tuncay likes the way Jordi handled the money. 

 

9. The REC A elevator and availability to students 

Janne states the elevators in the A building floors 1-4 are blocked for students. Tuncay needs consent to 

move forward with this point.  

David enters the meeting. 

Tuncay states he talked to Mark (councilmember from last year) about this who worked this issue last year. 

He would like to pursue this now and hope to get students to use the elevators again. Sam states this falls 

under accessibility and thereby O&F. He also states there is no role division yet but he thinks O&F should 

be involved because otherwise the accessibility file would get split up. Tuncay states he is fine with it if O&F 

takes it from him. Sam states that is okay. 
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Fiorella asks why there is no access for students to the elevator. Tuncay states it was because of covid at 

first which makes sense. Now they are saying its coming from higher up to keep it like this. Sam asks, can 

you request if you need it. Tuncay states yes you can. Janne adds they are pretty generous with it. No 

evidence is needed.  

Koray states he thinks it’s a privacy issue that you have to share your issues to have access to the elevators. 

Sam states its indeed a shame that the students have to take the first steps with this. He sees this as a 

general issue in the university. He thinks the university could already ask about these kind of accessibility 

issues when students enrol to make things easier. Tuncay states he thinks this is already a policy, at least in 

his experience as a mentor. Koray states it is indeed in there. Fiorella asks if you get temporary access or 

not. Janne states she is not sure but in here experience it is permanent. She also states the council could 

look into this when looking into the elevators.  

General consensus on pursuing this issue. 

 

10. Preparation of the GOV on the 10th of October 

Today we’ll decide on what the Council would like to add to the agenda of the next GOV . 

Janne states the meeting is in two weeks. Janne reminds the council the premeeting is to set the agenda. So 

are there any points from the council? David asks if he could do it later because he has an O&O meeting 

after this. Ahmet might bring up a point for the master students to have a night class for internships. Janne 

states that it might be a bit early to bring this to the GOV already. Daniel mentions the board might want to 

know about it already, so it could be a WVTTK. Janne and David think it’s too early. Janne states that in 

general there are more questions the council can ask though on COVID and the strike situation with hybrid 

education in mind. This point will be added.  

 

Sam states the budget needs to be approved in 1-2 months, so not super urgent. But he is unsure if we have 

consenting rights. Sam talked to Dijk about it but he’s still unsure. Sam will ask Ruben. Sam states Dijk did 

state that the budgets are very flexible, even during the year.  

 

David states he would like to hear from the board regarding the safety concerns around Amalia, she has 

more bodyguards now. It would be good to know how intense it’s going to be.  

 

11. Evaluation of the CSR Maagdenhuis Training weekend 

Sam attended. He states it was quite interesting and insightful. He had trainings in the law of 

medezeggenschap and in board meetings and some simulations of meetings as well. This was very helpful 

in terms of strategy. He hopes next time more councilmembers join because it is very helpful and showing 

up to things like this because that is important for networking as well.  

Sam also states the FSR is offered up to three trainings by the CSR and these are quite helpful as well. They 

are a couple of hours. Janne states the FSR did a couple last year. Janne will have a look at those available 

and go from there, discuss it next week. Sam states those available are: board meetings, OER, team roles, 

and Harvard negotiating. 

 

12. Updates on the Student Assessor application procedure [CONFIDENTIAL] 

No minutes are recorded due to the confidentiality.  
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13. Update on the PC application procedures 

Janne asks if there are any general updates, has everyone started? Koray states its going well for PPLE, they 

are interviewing but there is a challenge because of a lot of first years who applied and they want all the 

majors represented. The decision will be made this weekend. Hollando states tax law has too few 

applications but they are working on it. Koray asks about receiving info from applicants, there is a lot of 

confidential information in there and there is no official non-disclosure agreement to protect privacy for 

this. Tuncay states privacy procedures should only be applicable for specific procedures, not as a whole 

because then representatives have to keep things private and that kills transparency. Koray states there is a 

lot of info about students though, it’s just about keeping that safe. Tuncay states he agrees on this. General 

consensus on Koray making a draft for this, he asks if there is a law student willing to help him. Janne states 

maybe ask the UvA if they have a template for this.  

Sam states he wanted to be the representative to English masters. But he has a lot on his plate and thus 

Indigo will take over. There are sufficient applications already.  

Jordi states for the bachelor he has a meeting planned for tomorrow. More than enough applications, 

interviews on Thursday.  

Ahmet is absent so he cannot comment on the Dutch masters.  

 

14. Cobos: explaining the procedure and setting expectations 

Janne states it was briefly discussed last week. But the council did not get to the elaborate explanation. 

Daniel explains the procedure. There is the traditional part where people can get stolen in return for a 

favour. This will happen at cobos from JFAS and AIM for example. However, the FSR last year decided not to 

do this and to just host a chill borrel for pure networking. Daniel states this is important in general at these 

cobos as you will meet all relevant student councils and associations.  

Daniel also states that to the traditional ones, you bring a gift (alcohol) which the receiving board then has 

to chug at once. There is a specific budget (50 euros in total) for this. 

Janne states the details for the FSR’s own cobo will be discussed later. 

 

15. Other points raised during the meeting / general updates to give (WVTTK) 

Sam asks if committee meetings should be on the agenda of the council, because then you know who does 

what and if the council room is occupied or not. Just for a bit of internal transparency. There is general 

consensus on doing this, so from now on text Daniel if you have a meeting so that he can add it to the 

agenda. 

 

16. Closing of the meeting  

Janne closes the meeting at 18:10. 

 

In the case of absence and/or mandate, please send an e-mail to janne.fsr.fdr@gmail.com. 

Action-list 

 

Who?  What?  When? 

Sam Talk to Ruben about the council’s budget rights In due time 

mailto:janne.fsr.fdr@gmail.com
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Janne 
& Sam 

Meet with the new student assessors In due time 

 

 


